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The State of Your Cloud Environment

ACTS’ Azure Health Check is an entirely remote engagement that provides extended visibility
into your cloud infrastructure. Our Health Check looks at key attributes in your organization
allowing you to make well-informed decisions to optimize your cloud environment.
ACTS will partner with you to assess cloud governance, operations, security, compliance and
cost. Under certain circumstances some or all of this engagement may be subsidized email
AzureHealth@actsolution.net to see if you qualify.
The Azure Health Check helps to uncover gaps and vulnerabilities in real world cloud
deployments that create significant reputational, security and revenue risks, addressing
many common hurdles such as:
• Limited visibility into current cloud deployment, cloud security and compliance posture
• Unclear cloud resource costs, consumption, and utilization
• Absence of governance in the cloud causing resource sprawl
• Inconsistent automation and policy enforcement impacting cloud architecture and
deployment

Interview Analysis

Why Evaluate Your
Environment?
• Full visibility into existing cloud
environments (no matter the company size)
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Are your operations
& ITSM cloud integrated?

Is your environment
exposed to hacking?

Who is watching
your Azure Spend?

Do you have a cloud
governance process?

Survey Analysis

• Ensure the health of your cloud

Cost Analysis Score

1/10

• Reduce risk and gain insights

Governance Process

17/18

Cloud Operations & ITSM

15/32

Overall Cloud Score

24/32

Azure Health Check Pillars
Deployment Summary
Evaluate your cloud
organization structure, network,
connectivity and business
continuity plan

Governance
Understand your current cloud
policy, tagging and naming
conventions

Security & Compliance
Reports on access
management, network security
and cloud security

Operations Management
Identify current processes for
automation, monitoring and
ITSM

Cost
Recommendations to optimize
your cloud spend across your
environment

ACTS’ Consultative Strategy & Delivery Approach
Discovery: Capturing key attributes of your cloud environment.
Data Gathering: Assembling data and documentation.
Assessment: An evaluation of your current state.
Analysis & Deliverables:

1. Using our evaluation we will help you visualize and document your cloud and
on-premises environment.
2. Summary of your current cloud architecture and actionable recommendations
aligned to industry best practices in each of the following areas:

Next Steps

Understand the Health of Your Cloud Environment.
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